
APPENDIX J

Summary of consultation responses Officer Comment Consultee

ISSUE

CCTV Operator to be allowed access Would need ICO approval Operator

good idea but who pays the extra cost? proprietor of vehicle Driver

Adding conditions onto CCTV cameras would be expensive to install and there would be 

maintenance costs. Currently this trade business is going down, drivers have to work 

hard and work long shifts to get paid. Therefore we suggest on this option we should 

leave as an optional not mandatory

Current cost to meet ICO appears 

to be around £500 to £700 Driver - CDA

We believe that the requirement for South Cambridgeshire private hire vehicles to have 

CCTV installed is disproportionate and could have unintended consequences. The 

requirement for CCTV in private hire vehicles would significantly increase the cost of a 

South Cambridgeshire private hire vehicle licence by up to £550 for existing (and 

aspiring) private hire drivers. This requirement is beyond the norm seen elsewhere in 

other cities, and the significant cost impact could potentially act as an incentive for 

potential applicants to apply for a licence elsewhere. We encourage the Council to 

recognise the distinction between the risks for private hire vehicles versus hackney 

carriages. We believe that it is disproportionate to mandate use of CCTV in private hire 

because this does not recognise that many of the risks CCTV seeks to mitigate are only 

relevant to hackney carriages. For example, with a hackney carriage there is no way to 

identify the passenger when the driver picks up a fare. However, in private hire, and 

increasingly so with new technologies such as Uber, identifying passengers can be done 

through the app. See comment above Operator
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 The DFT Best Practice Guidance is clear that a balance must be struck between the 

potential for CCTV systems to detect or prevent crime versus other less expensive 

systems that offer similar safety features. It also advises that expensive requirements 

such as CCTV are considered carefully; “Local licensing authorities will...want to be sure 

that... the cost of a requirement in terms of its effect on the availability of transport to the 

public is at least matched by the benefit to the public, for example through increased 

safety.” Rather than mandating CCTV installation, we recommend South 

Cambridgeshire Council consider an optional CCTV policy for private hire, an approach 

taken by many other Councils. This is consistent with DFT guidance which states "Local 

licensing authorities may not want to insist on such measures [as CCTV], on the grounds 

that they are best left to the judgement of the owners and drivers themselves." This 

approach would allow drivers that value the perceived added protection from CCTV to 

pay for it, and those that benefit from other innovative technology and safety features to 

not incur the cost. Councils following this approach often have agreed installation 

guidelines to ensure that minimum standards are met.

Consider optional for PH, 

Mandatory for H/C due to type of 

work Operator

CCTV in all licensed vehicles is a good idea but again it is placing a financial burden on 

the drivers and operators. Again an incentive/discount scheme would be appropriate. 

CCTV not so applicable in PH with commercial customers See comments above Driver

Do not agree with CCTV in all vehicles we are watched enough Resident

CCTV is a good idea all round for passenger safety and that of the driver. Discounts for 

multiple purchases would be appreciated with assistance from the council See comments above Operator

As a chauffeur driver I have to strongly object to CCTV in the car. After speaking to 

many of our executive VIP customers, their number one concern is industrial and 

political espionage. There is a lot of extremely sensitive discussion taking place in the 

car, they do not want the fear of these discussions being accessible. To the degree they 

hinted at not using cars with CCTV. See comments above

Driver/ 

Operator

Not needed PH journeys are pre booked company reps do not want recording by 3rd 

party. Different for HC where people are picked up from kerbside See comments above Resident

Allow plate exempt not to have CCTV See comments above
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Can see merit of cctv in Taxis but not necessary for PH vehicles, particularly chauffeur 

vehicles, customers unlikely to welcome the intrusion

Consider differntial between HC 

&PH

Parish 

Council

Introduction of CCTV is good for both public and drivers Driver

standard for H/C and PH

Driver/ 

Operator

CCTV in chauffeur style work could drive custom away, clients would not be comfortable See comments above

Driver/ 

Operator

consider remove 2.27 as irrelevant if mandatory as defined in 2.30 Policy amended Business

If drivers do not have access then they are not data controllers as defined in 2.28 Policy amended Business

2.27 If CCTV is to become mandatory from March 2020, the Council must take the 

responsibility to be ICO registered rather than the Operator or vehicle proprietor, access 

to the CCTV should only be possible by SCDC or the Police, if the driver cannot access 

the footage then he is not required to register with the ICO, it is only those who can 

access the footage who are required to register. It is unacceptable to include 

requirements for the installation when currently there is no SCDC policy on specification 

of the required CCTV system. This subject in our opinion requires further details 

consultation

This is a valid point and if 

members require mandatory 

CCTV further work is needed Operator

Amend 2.29 to "sound must only be used by way of panic switch as specified in ICO 

regs Polcy amended Business

provide service to corporate sector, not public. CCTV not of any benefit, clients would 

definitely not want this as sensitive work is carried out - an intrusion of privacy exempt See comments above Operator

All vehicle should have CCTV Resident

CCTV great as long as you don’t impose a specific brand or company Not intending too Driver

Issue with cost, I just make a living this is unnecessary Driver
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Privacy issue do not want my private converstaions recorded and also those of 

passengers do not want SCDC holding too may private conversations See comments above Driver

CCTV costly and more red tape, will be unaffordable in current market conditions Driver

No problem with CCTV Hopefully clients would have no problem operator

Points system Clarification over term "operator" Operator or owner?? How affects larger operators polcy amended Operator

No new drivers should be taken on by an operator with more than 6 points, existing 

drivers must be disqualified at 12 points, even where a court allows continued driving.

Confusion between SCDC 

scheme and DVLA scheme Resident

Knowledge Test Against a test for existing PH drivers For member decision Driver

I strongly agree that all private hire and hackney carriage drivers new or old applications 

should take a test for there understanding to the level of English they have, Uber, 

Panther, Cam cab, A1, extra, as it's not fair for customers and visitors and all 

community, I've been told that some driver don't know the ward of English, it's not fair For member decision Driver

Adding knowledge test for new drivers is probably appropriate but for existing drivers, 

they are already experienced in local knowledge also it would be more expensive and 

time consuming For member decision Driver - CDA

fully support introduction of test subject to test being appropriate Driver

New knowledge test should only apply to new drivers Driver

Should only apply to new drivers For member decision Driver
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Historically, knowledge and topographical tests were necessary to ensure a driver was 

able to transport passengers to their destination in a direct and timely manner. Given the 

significant advances and proliferation in GPS and mapping technology (amongst not just 

private hire drivers but the broader motoring public) such tests are no longer relevant in 

today’s private hire market and should not be mandatory. GPS technology provides a 

much more accurate way of identifying the quickest or shortest route. The inclusion of a 

mandated topographical knowledge test for both private hire and hackney carriage 

drivers also fails to recognise the significant differences between the two (with all private 

hire journeys being pre-booked). We believe the proposed knowledge test would 

become a key barrier in the private hire application process and may incentivise potential 

applicants to apply for a licence elsewhere, or deter them from entering private hire all 

together. Therefore, we strongly believe that the inclusion of topographical route 

knowledge is redundant and an unnecessary barrier to entering the trade and 

recommend that South Cambridgeshire Council do not introduce the proposed 

knowledge test.. We would similarly suggest that the driver assessment undertaken by 

South Cambridgeshire Council would be of greater value if focused on driver familiarity 

with the conditions attached to their licence and broader legislation regarding private hire 

- or key areas such as safeguarding - rather than an outdated broader legislation 

regarding private hire - or key areas such as safeguarding - rather than an outdated 

assessment of topographical route knowledge.

Knowledge test is more that 

topographical and covers a range 

of topics incl :- places of interest, 

legislation/conditions, maths, 

english, routes, etc Operator

     We also suggest that any assessments or training (such as the proposed 

safeguarding training) should be both contracted out to external providers and 

consolidated with other elements of the private hire application. The Council should 

consider contracting out training provision to a small group of accredited organisations 

rather than a single organisation - this will help ensure that training capacity does not 

become a bottleneck within the process or applicants face a long lead time to book onto 

a session, whilst also preventing the scenario whereby a single provider is able to unduly 

control the level of fees that are charged to applicants. In addition, consolidating 

assessments with other elements of the private hire application process will provide a 

streamlined experience for applicants and reduce the application length. We note that 

other authorities such as Liverpool City Council have successfully consolidated their 

driver training into a single course (the Liverpool Standard) whilst accrediting a small 

number of external organisations to provide that course. This approach would not only 

enable the Council’s Licensing function to focus on their core competencies of licensing 

and enforcement but also help stimulate competition and choice through the availability 

of multiple providers.

Currently plannd to be outsourced 

for foreseeable future as part of a 

Cambridgeshire wide approach 

for consistency Operator
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We do not feel that this is necessary as good training is provided by exisitng operators 

and in time with advances in modern technology we do not feel that this is necessary 

anymore Operator

Agree for new drivers but not existing, if your already licensed and work why do you 

need testing again Member decision Resident

Test for HC should more stringent as PH is pre booked

Test reflects differnce between 

HC & PH Other

Against blanket knowledge test for existing drivers Member decision Driver 20+yrs

Test for new drivers would work but pointless for guys who have been driving for years Member decision Operator

Knowledge test for existing drivers is not fair under principle of legitimate expectation Member decision See case law Driver

Not applicable to chauffeur work as all journeys are pre planned and pre booked

Not advisable to differentiate as 

chauffers are still PH

Driver/ 

Operator

A new knowledge test. Not applicable to PH where majority of work is airport runs

Not advisable to differentiate as 

chauffers are still PH Driver

In times when GPS is in place knowledge test is absurd - driving up costs Member decision Resident

Nothing to do with safety and is obsolete with GPS technology Member decision Resident

Executive chauffeur services do not operate within local area test is unneccesary - 

worked booked well in advance and can prepare chauffeur services should be exempt

Not advisable to differentiate as 

chauffers are still PH Operator

Makes sense for HC but PH or exec drivers go all over the country and use sat navs Member decision Driver

can't demand existing drivers complete as would put livelihood at risk, testing existing 

proven drivers is unneccesary Member decision Driver
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unclear as to what test would cover Driver

what is point to make getting licence more difficult they will go elsewhere ( 

wolverhampton)

Evidence showing drivers are 

currently obtaining licences out of 

district and working in area Driver

Why ask existing drivers to take a test only one reason - generating income Member decision

No need for current drivers to take test Member decision Resident

General

Spent too much money on current car and would have to make more changes - changes 

should be for new drivers only Driver

It is becoming more diffcult to get new drivers we do not want to hinder good honest 

applicants Operator

1.26 We do not agree that a taxi meter (where fitted) should be used by a PHV at all 

times. By nature of the geographical area that is covered by SCDC the distances for a 

driver to reach a pick up point can be significant and then the destination may not be far, 

for example if a may not be far, for example if a Caxton to Morrisons in Cambourne the 

metered fare for the 2.5 mile journey would be around £7.00, but the driver  may indeed 

have to travel from example Madingley which would involve an eight mile drive to the 

pick up point, making the total driven distance (not to mention the distance back to an 

area where he is likely to get another booking) of over 10.5 miles, after running costs are 

taken into account potentially a driver would earn less than £4.50 for his time, well below 

minimum wage. In effect by introducing this drivers will refuse to undertake bookings of 

this nature as it will not be cost effective for them and ultimately customers will not be 

able ultimately customers will not be able believe that a customer should be given a fixed 

price cost upon placing the booking and then they are free to make the decision if they 

wish to proceed with a booking or not.

Policy amended to clarify 

legislative requirements between 

journeys that start and finish in 

district and thise that don’t Operator

I think some of the overall proposal is fair and some of it not, but I do understand that it 

is important to update the system. I think everybody should retake the driving test before 

applying for the licence Driver
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Supports initiative but some proposals do not fulfill the responsibility SCDC has in 

ensuring vehicles are safe, comfortable, insured and available when required Not expanded on by consultee

Parish 

Council

Thank you again for providing the opportunity to participate in the consultation. I’d like to 

conclude by saying that efficient delivery of the licensing process (in terms both of cost 

and time) is crucial to ensure local drivers chose to obtain a private hire licence from 

South Cambridgeshire Council. Streamlined licensing processes benefit drivers and the 

consumers they intend to serve. It is therefore in the best interests of the Council to 

make any new processes as efficient and cost-effective as possible. Simple 

considerations could include: online application and document processing, online 

delivery of information and training material, contracting out of assessments and DBS / 

DVLA check processing to accredited third party providers, and allowing different stages 

of the application process to progress in parallel. It is also critical to ensure that delivery 

of the any additional requirements does not become a bottleneck in the application 

process with inflexible delivery mechanisms and long wait times (for example to secure 

a place on a training course or an assessment). This often becomes the case where 

local authorities elect to deliver training in-house or through a sole provider. Rather, the 

Council should accredit a small number of providers to deliver training (as the 

Merseyside local authorities do) - allowing the Council to retain a degree of control over 

delivery and quality of the training whilst ensuring appropriate delivery capacity in the 

market, a choice of training provider for applicants (in terms of the days and times at 

which training is delivered), and avoiding the situation whereby a single source provider 

has complete control over the pricing of the course

Many of these issues are being 

considered as part of the 3cICT 

review, moving to more online 

applications etc.                             

Training development and its 

provision  will be considered Operator
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The condition directs the driver to take any lost property not claimed within 24 hours to 

the nearest police station. In our experience this does not necessarily provider the best 

experience for the passenger station. In our experience this does not necessarily 

provider the best experience for the passenger are starting to actively request that taxi 

and private hire drivers do not take lost property to the police station - in order to protect 

diminishing police time and resource for dealing with other matters. At Uber we operate 

an alternative approach in many cities whereby lost property that the driver is unable to 

return to the passenger immediately is taken to the Uber office where our team can 

coordinate, securely store and seek to return to the owner. We believe this has a 

number of advantages over taking lost property to the nearest police station including: 

The ability for Uber to provide full transparency for passengers when items are returned 

to the Uber office; The ability for Uber to send lost items to passengers via an 

appropriately tracked and insured courier service (this is especially useful if a passenger 

does not reside in the same city where the item was left); Less confusion for drivers and 

passengers on exactly which police station to go in order to drop off or collect lost 

property ( closest to where the trip ended?, closest to where the item was found?, 

closest to where the driver lives? ); As stated above, less opposition from the local police 

stations themselves, who are often not keen to (a) store these items and (b) have to 

manage passenger queries received. Rather than mandate a policy that requires all lost 

property items to be deposited with a local police station, we believe that the Council 

should adopt a more flexible approach by simply requiring private hire operators to 

develop and publish a policy for handling lost property that meets with the Council’s 

approval Policy amended Operator
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We believe that mandating that certain information is displayed inside private hire 

vehicles on an Internal Vehicle Notice is unnecessarily prescriptive and does not take 

into account the fact that modern technology provides a range of options for providing 

information to the passenger and enabling two-way communication between the 

passenger and the operator - some of these options being considered much more 

convenient by an increasing number of passengers and more aligned to how they are 

used to interacting with businesses. For example with Uber (and increasingly other 

operators using modern technology) it is easy to provide passengers with relevant 

information such as details of their driver and vehicle before, during or after a journey 

(either via SMS or within the app). Likewise with Uber a passenger is able to submit a 

request, ask for help or make a complaint about a specific journey directly within the app 

itself (meaning that Uber’s customer support team automatically know which journey, 

driver and vehicle the enquiry relates to). Whilst we agree that it is important that a 

passenger has access to certain information (such as the name of the operator, driver 

and vehicle details, or how to raise a complaint) we do not believe that the Council 

should be so prescriptive in defining how this is achieved by mandating an Internal 

Vehicle Notice. Rather the operator should be able to chose how to provide this 

information, including digital provision.

Policy amended to reflect move 

towards digital information Operator

Written receipts, We believe that with the increasing use of modern technology within 

the industry, this condition should include the provision of digital receipts to passengers. Policy amended Operator

We believe that the decision to carry a fire extinguisher should be left to the discretion of 

the driver. Common guidance states that fire extinguishers should be kept in the boot of 

the vehicle, unless the vehicle has a separate compartment for the driver, to mitigate the 

risk of the extinguisher being used as a weapon or inappropriately discharged by 

passengers. Furthermore fire extinguishers in the 1kg to 2kg range are likely to be 

ineffective in fighting a serious vehicle fire and should only be used to aid escape from 

the vehicle. In that case, and considering the guidance that such extinguishers should be 

carried in the boot of private hire vehicles, it is difficult to see the practical value of 

mandating that a fire extinguisher should be carried. Member decision Operator

Disapointed in consultation as no mention of reducing air pollution, diesel taxis need to 

be pahsed out - cambridge city breaches emissions and taxis major contributor

Vehicle policy amended to be 

more eco friendly

Resident 

Cambs City
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2 tier H/C & P/H system outdated and not fit for current requiremenst and future 

developments Legislation does not permit

Resident - 

Cambs City

2.63 We understand that there must be a clear and unobstructed path to a customer 

who has cause to complain. However, with regard to internal signage we request that 

consideration be given to whose contact details be given for such complaints. We 

respectfully request that further consultation be made with all stakeholders in order to 

get clarity on an effective process for the handling of complaints.

Policy amended to reflect scope 

of digital ID prior to 

commencement of booking or 

notice in vehicle Operator

3.33 Consideration should be given to alternative (online) methods to check the DVLA 

driving records, rather than just checking at licence renewal and then no further checks 

being carried out for the duration of the licence issued. There are services available that 

will automatically flag up any new convictions to organisations who subscribe to these 

services.

We can do this already, but DVLA 

guidelines prevent us fromn 

enquiring unlkess good reason to 

do so i.e documented complaint Operator

Unify Cambs City & SCDC

Member decision, Would need 

unitary authority

Resident - 

Cambs City

All hire vehicles to have use of ranks Legislation does not permit

Resident - 

Cambs City

We drive a lot of high profile people, the need for complete privacy is essential

Driver/ 

Operator

already do a lot of checks on staff but anything that improves standards has got to be 

good

Driver/ 

Operator

aim of policy is safety of passengers but policy contains barriers to entry for operators 

and drivers that have nothing to do with safety. Appear to making more difficult for Co`s 

such as uber - see Knowl test and operator requirements Resident

These measures help maintain licensing revenue but also keep prices higher than they 

could be and availabilty lower to the detriment of all taxi users and particularly lthe less 

well off who rely on this transport Resident

Please consider the entire transport needs and don’t put artificial hurdles in place 

depriving people of alternative safe, yet cheaper source of taxi services Resident
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2.6 & 2.23 is incorrect - case law Oldham v Saijjad - insurance remains valid until made 

void by insurer Policy amended Business

You wont have any renewal, leave it the way it is if you want any taxis Driver

better distintion for exec chauffeur work this business is very strongly on quality and 

recommendation unlike normal private hire

Chauffer work is still legally 

defined as Private Hire Operator

Proposed changes not clear Driver

Poor english common Knowledge test addresses this Driver

Need to control driver working hours no powers to do this Resident

New knowledge test, DBS, medical examination and wheelchair accessible vehicles 

should only apply to new drivers Member decision Driver

supports the proposal for the new policy in the intersts of safety and welfare

Parish 

Council

good to see SCDC & City conditions coming together concerning safety Resident

5/10 overrall Driver

Supports the consultation

Parish 

Council

Policy will not make a scrap of difference to public safety if Uber continue to flood city 

with vehicles and drivers from, out of area City decision, legislation permits Driver

Must improve standard of driving across PH & HC do more spot checks Driver

This extra burden is a step too far especially with flood of vehicles from outside of areas 

with no knowledge of area legislation permits Driver

New policy is a great step forward Driver

SCDC making right moves to bring trade up to standards of other industries Driver
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Drivers have to work 50 to 70hrs to make a living Driver

More ranks needed in SCDC

should HC trade grow, this can be 

investigated Driver

Agree with more stringent policy for new drivers Any policy will affect ALL drivers Operator

Not right way change policy for new drivers Driver

do not agree with all the proposals Resident

Is this in line with City as SCDC work in city

There will still be minor 

differences Resident

SCDC was an easy option to get to work in the city, I am pleased that SCDC are taking 

public safety more seriously. I hope all proposals become policy Driver

would like to see safeguarding and livery like Cambridge city This is proposed Driver

Speaking in foreign language on phone whilst customer on board makes them feel 

undsafe Legislation does not cover Resident

Exemption plates

Exemption vehicles not to do "normal" PH In a rural area this would impact those that 

supplement main part of business and would affect local people who would struggle to 

find alternative transport Policy amended

Parish 

Council

Would like to see better design of exemption plate as displaying it is difficult Will investigate

Driver/ 

Operator
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2.53 & .55 We do not believe that any vehicle should be excluded from having to display 

a taxi licence affixed to the rear of the vehicle. Members of the public and other road 

users should have a clear identifier that a vehicle is licenced and by whom. We have 

many vehicles and drivers on our fleet which fall within the executive bracket who to 

maximise their earning potential, carry out executive work alongside ‘regular’ PHV work, 

those drivers are expected to have the licence fixed to the vehicle, but will at times 

remove the ‘Panther’ signs from the side so as to meet the customers’ expectations, 

these drivers will be financially penalised as they will not be (and nor will we) in a position 

to compete with Operators who solely provide an executive service. This proposal 

penalises drivers as it restricts the work they are permitted to undertake. Some vehicles 

on our fleet work as executive vehicles and ‘normal’ PHV, these are fitted with 

taximeters and should be allowed to continue in that fashion member decision Operator

I currently hold a vehicle plate exemption, I see no need for this to change Driver

I would like to see added that spot checks will be carried out on all exempt cars. Would 

like an amended entry asking for actual proof of contract with a company and at least a 1 

yr signed contract

Contracts can be varied from one 

offs to regular journeys, SCDC 

should not impose a condition that 

overly restricts business 

Driver/ 

Operator

all vehicles should be exempt member decision Driver

Exemption policy essential for chauffeur companies to distinguish between "taxi" and 

"executive" member decision Driver

If you require operators to choose type of work they will go for most lucrative. Prohibiting 

exec Co`s from doing local work will mean rural communities with limited transport will 

lose out Policy amended Resident

If exempt chauffeur co`s have to decide it will significantly affect rural communities 

where the provide a service to supplement existing work Policy amended Cllr ( SCDC)

Byelaws Need drastic pruning to cope with current and future technology Not for this review

Resident 

Cambs City

Okay

Driver/ 

Operator
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too complicated Not for this review Driver

Medical Current provision is already good no reason to change Driver

If you going to increase the amount or test then that will only put more pressure on NHS 

and it costs 50 pounds each time, drivers should be honest about there health member decision Driver

Should only apply to new drivers member decision Driver

Should only apply to new drivers member decision Driver

Changes to more frequent medical test it is also expensive and in cambridge only two 

places offer same level of test. It would take time too. Therefore we oppose to this 

proposal drivers can go to their own GP Driver - CDA

Surely it would be better to have a more stringent test rather than increase frequency - 

extra burden to GP`s and financial cost to applicant of around £130

Any test does not flag up issues 

over a period of time hence 

proposal to 3yrs Driver

Change to frequency for medical exams, probably a very good idea Driver

I think the additional costs to the drivers would be very difficult for them and we are not 

sure that this would be of benefit in out experience regarding the health of the drivers

Medical tests start at £50 but 

GP`s are free to charge as they 

wish, anecdotally reports of £130 

are not uncommon Operator

Agree should be more frequent

Driver/ 

Operator

What are the changes in wh frequency to medical checks to 3yrly Driver

No problem would have no problem with every 2 yrs

licenses run 3yrly hence medicals 

in line with renewals Operator

Do not agree increasing when a medical is due Resident
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Wheelchair policy

Totally wrong that all vehicles wheelchair, less than 1% of customers require these 

vehicles Legal advice sought Driver

4.31 It should be the responsibility of the licensing authority to provide adequate training 

to drivers who have a WAV or indeed not licence a driver to drive such a vehicle without 

having undertaken an approved training course

Training would be given for new 

applicants. Operator

New hackney driver policy added but it has been very rearely used also these type of 

vehicles would be really expensive. However if everyone decides to add this our opinions 

remain the same Member decision Driver - CDA

South cam hackney cars should be some saloon some disable not all disable, as there 

is many people can't get into the multi seater cars, they are not disable. I turn up to jobs 

and customer were glad to have saloon car, so please put in consideration other people, 

people between getting disable and fit enough which is the majority

This is possible and members 

may wish to consider this point Driver

2.21 We do not believe all HCV’s should be wheelchair accessible, many customers of 

ours currently request Saloon vehicles as they have difficulty getting into these vehicles 

(even with a step), elderly customers particularly find it hard, especially when alighting 

from the vehicle. Other than London style Black Taxis, all other WAV’s currently sold in a 

Hackney specification are in effect converted vans, these vehicles are not suited to 

country roads of which the majority of SCDC is served by. We believe that rear loading 

vehicles should be permitted as HCV’s, only rear loading vehicles have a fixed ramp and 

often have winches that can assist the driver in safely manoeuvring customer into and 

out of the vehicle, especially those who are bariatric. Furthermore, the cost of WAV’s is 

significantly higher than a standard rear loading vehicle, if SCDC want to promote 

accessibility to those with disabilities then allowing a more cost effective solution to 

encourage drivers to indeed consider a WAV must be a priority. Member decision on rear loading Operator

2.41 Panther Taxis are the only operator locally who provide a pre-booking service for 

wheelchair users, we discount the charges levied to drivers so as to fulfil our 

responsibilities. Operator

Wheelchair taxis required but absurd to require all to be wheelchair accessible member decision Resident
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Fair idea but maybe a target percentage could be allowed rather than making all vehicles 

wheelchair accessible. We have found that many passengers especially the elderly are 

unable to get into a wheelchair accessible vehicle often asking for low saloon vehicles member decision Operator

I find the changes of the vehicle to wheelchair accessible is quite strict as some drivers, 

including myself have invested in buying other car types and making them suitable for 

the hackney licensing and you find that some customers cannot get in higher vehicles member decision Driver

Making all Hackney Carriages wheelchair accessible will be punitive to the hackney 

carriage drivers who are unable to comply. If you wish to pursue that then there needs to 

be an incentive from Central and /or local government for replacing vehicles member decision Driver

Been in the trade for more than 2 years, don't agree with changes of the vehicle to 

wheelchair accessible as some of the passengers cannot get in the higher vehicle. 

Should apply to new drivers only member decision Driver

Been in the trade for more than two years, do not agree with the changes of the vehicle 

to wheelchair accessible as some of the customers cannot get in higher vehicles member decision Driver

wheelchair accessible not suitable for chauffeur (P/H) companies Not proposed for Private Hire

Driver/ 

Operator

Suggest removal of side loading only obstruction to pavement users and contradictory to 

2.46 allowing for tail lift 

member decision but agree this 

appears contredictory by 

permitting PH to rear load but not 

HC Business

new WAV policy will put off elderley as they have difficulty getting in big vehicles and 

prefer saloon cars member decision Driver

forcing existing HC to have WAV`s will cause financial loss and sounds like a con, I 

would legally challenge your decision Driver
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If all vehicles to be WAV council should provide benefit as vehicles can cost £30,000 +

prices for rear loading vehicles 

can be purchased for around 

£18,000 ( 16plate) purpose built 

and black cabs start from around 

£30K for 16 plate Driver

Hard to sell old car and buy new one (e7) WAV existing vehicle on 5yr finance Driver

Do not agree all vehicles to be WAV has a survey been conducted to see if needed? 

What is percentage of wheelchair users to non users? No surey conducted Resident

Convictions 

policy A more stringent conviction policy in our opinions we would like to keep it as it is member decision Driver - CDA

I think that every learned from there mistakes and its unfair that people get pannished 

for doing some thing wrong as the already been pannished by the law an police thanks member decision Driver

I think that the current "Fit and proper" conditions are adequate member decision Driver

Happy with this

Driver/ 

Operator

Adequate convictions policy at present member decision Operator

Resident

Vehicle 

conditions Please make door stickers affixed permanently member decision Driver

What about incentives? Driver
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2.19 For almost all drivers, their PHV 2.19 For almost all drivers, their PHV them and 

their families, by having permanently fixed signage they will always be seen as ‘working’, 

similarly if Tesco’s demanded that staff who worked for them wear company uniform all 

of the time when they were not working; or would a SCDC employee who uses their 

vehicle for travelling to and from work (or indeed work related travel) want an SCDC 

crest affixed to the doors permanently? Many drivers are part-time and supplement their 

main income by driving at weekends, again they would be forced to use a vehicle for 

their daily activities with adhesive signage affixed 24/7. From our own experience of 

adhesive vehicle signage, when left on a vehicle for a period they cause damage to the 

vehicles paintwork, which then adversely effects the residual value of the vehicle 

significantly. Furthermore, PHV’s are often targeted by thieves PHV’s are often targeted 

by thieves signage affixed to a vehicle, you are making them easier to identify to 

criminals. We believe that this signage should be magnetic, either as part of the 

Operators signage or separate.

Policy amended to aloow 

magnetic Operator

2.22 Age limits for first licensing; Not in favour of four year rule from five as five years 

affords drivers decent flexibility when acquiring/considering new/replacement vehicles. 

Furthermore it can never make sense (environmental or aesthetic) that a well-used 

vehicle of say, 3 years and 10 months old with over 100k miles on the clock can be 

licensed when one of 4 years on 1 month with limited previous use and just 20-30 k 

miles on it cannot be licensed. Additionally,would like to encourage council/members to 

consider extending any agreed age limits for Hybrid/electric/ ultra-low emission vehicles 

for obvious reasons and to encourage driver take-up of such vehicles.

Policy amended to allow more 

flexibility for hybrids./electric etc Operator

I think should increase the age of the vehicle from 5 year old to 7 years as cars these 

days are expensive and very reliable member decision Driver

Door signs to say Insurance invalid unless pre booked ( or similar) already proposed Resident

No issues with the current system Driver

Happy with this

Driver/ 

Operator

MoT from new and limit use to 8-9 yrs

currently 1yr and no upper limit 

subject to passuing mechanical 

test yrly Resident
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Tyres and wheels, This condition states that “all vehicles shall carry in accordance with 

manufacturers’ recommendations a correct fitting spare wheel and tyre and all 

necessary tools for wheel changing”. We believe this condition is overly restrictive and 

does not keep pace with the changing nature of the vehicle industry and the equipment 

that is now provided by many vehicle manufacturers as standard in the event of a 

puncture. A more appropriate condition might be to state that the vehicle must carry a 

method for dealing with a tyre should it become defective and that this method must be 

in accordance with the manufacturer’s specification which may include a full size spare 

wheel, space saver spare wheel, run-flat tyres or emergency tyre sealant and 

compressor / inflator pack. Fire extinguisher - As outlined above in our response to the 

Proposed Taxi Licence Policy we believe that the decision to

carry a fire extinguisher should be left to the discretion of the driver. Exterior signs - 

Condition 6c requires front door signs to include ‘the name and telephone number of the 

Operator fulfilling the booking’. This requirement does not reflect that increasingly 

bookings can be made via other channels including e-mail, website or via an app - and 

therefore requiring the inclusion of a telephone number can be redundant. We believe 

the condition should be updated to reflect the variety of ways in which passengers can 

now make a booking for a private hire vehicle. Condition 6d meanwhile requires that rear 

door signs must be permanently affixed and not magnetic. In our experience across 

multiple cities such a requirement can often have unintended consequences for drivers. 

Permanent vehicle livery can render private hire vehicles a more prominent target for 

opportunist thieves or vandals. There can also be an unintended impact on the value of 

a driver’s car when stickers are applied - both in terms of resale value, but also in terms 

of the driver’s ability and willingness to use the car for personal or family use. We believe 

that drivers should have the option to use magnetic signs on the rear doors (as they do 

on the front doors), with penalty points assigned to drivers who fail to comply with this 

condition as part of the Council’s Penalty Point Policy outlined at Appendix G.

Various points here already 

addressed.                       Point 

relating to tyres will be for 

member consideration Operator

Permanently fixed door signs not good idea for those who use vehicles privately or for 

exec work member decision Driver

Why have 1st aid kits & fire extinguishers ? Companies require specialist training to use 

such equipment member decision Driver

Permanent door signs should have - Not insured if not prebooked already proposed Driver
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would like to see 2 Mot`s per year not proposed Driver

2.22 The vehicle age limits should remain as they currently are for vehicles being 

licenced for the first time, the cost difference between a four year old vehicle compared 

to one that is five years old is significant. Furthermore, if exceptions are being placed on 

Executive vehicle then their age at first licence should be comparable to all other 

licenced vehicles. If there is to be any changes to age limits on first licence, it should 

relate to ULEV’s which should be permitted to be first licensed up to six years old to 

encourage driver uptake and the Councils green credentials. member decision Operator

DBS checks Happy to participate

Driver/ 

Operator

Drivers must be DBS checked as suitable for being in the sole company of women, 

children and vulnerable adults. all checks are enhanced Resident

Introducing a new DBS service we are supporting this proposal Driver - CDA

Any DBS checks must be audited by the council, annually and for new staff. update service would address this Resident

3.20 proposes that ‘in exceptional circumstances, should any applicant require the 

council to complete a DBS check on their behalf, a fee will be payable to the council at 

the time of the appointment’’. This would suggest that you (council) are moving away 

from facilitating the applications for DBS checks as part of the application process for 

drivers but are hoping they will get these ‘’carried out at any officially recognised body’. 

This proposal gives me great cause for concern in my position as General Manager of a 

large operator and therefore someone who advises driving applicant’s about the 

processes they need to go through, and here is why: 1. If you are NOT moving away 

from undertaking DBS applications for drivers at the point of licensing/renewal and are 

still happy to undertake them electronically as you do now, then the wording in 3.20 is 

seriously misleading and needs re-writing to be explicit. 2. It is my experience that it is 

not possible to obtain an enhanced DBS possible to obtain an enhanced DBS ‘other 

officially recognised bodies’ you may be alluding too. I have called four such facilitators 

today and none of them can do enhanced checks for individuals wanting to be taxi 

drivers Operator
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without some kind of agreement in place with the relevant local authority – and even 

then this requires the individual concerned to get his/her ID’s verified and stamped and 

copied by a post office before sending them over to the ‘recognised body’, so this 

creates another hoop for drivers to go through and incurs additional costs at the post 

office. Reproduced here is some of the info lifted from their websites: Personnel Checks 

says: Can I apply for an Enhanced Criminal Record Check? An Enhanced check is only 

available for organisations to access on behalf of their employees, rather than to 

individuals. The certificate is sent to the applicant’s home address and they are required 

to show it to their employer prior to starting any job. Online DBS Ltd says: 1. A. The DBS 

does not allow individuals to request a Standard or Enhanced Disclosure. You can, apply 

for a DBS check if this has been requested by an organisation that is allowed to do so. 

UCheck : 0843 178 0818 I spoke to these on the phone and they confirmed they do not 

undertake enhanced checks for individuals – there has to be an ‘employer’ with a formal 

agreement with them involved. Capita PLC website says: WHO CAN REQUEST A DBS 

CHECK? An employee, or a job candidate cannot request a check on themselves. Only 

employers, or umbrella companies authorised to conduct a check on an employer's 

behalf can request a check. Operator

3. 3.23 of your proposed policy suggests that each driver must sign-up to the Update 

Service – I agree with this and know/can see the benefits, but it also goes onto say that 

drivers must ‘nominate the council to receive updates’. I have helped many drivers 

updates’. I have helped many drivers a user myself but I am not aware of the ability 

within it to ‘nominate a council’ or how you would go about this. It may be me that’s 

ignorant but I think this needs properly looking at before publishing that it is possible – 

and if it is – how so? Overall, I hope I have been able to explain why I think these parts 

of the policy would not work set out as they currently are and that it may be prudent to 

undertake further research before publishing in the present proposed form. In particular, 

I would be keen to hear whether the council really are intending to only facilitate checks 

in ‘exceptional circumstances’ as there seems to be a serious lack of as there seems to 

be a serious lack of there. Operator

Strongly agree with Operator

fully support more stringent convictions policy for all applicants, however who pays? 

Applicant or SCDC

Applicant but update service is 

cheaper over 3yr licence Driver

Should only apply to new drivers Driver

Fully concur with this but who pays, will fees increase? see above Driver
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Should only apply to new drivers Driver

Totally agree you should be notified immediately of any convictions Resident

Is there more that could be done here in light of the current climate?

we believe we are doing all we 

can at present

Driver/ 

Operator

Introduction of new DBS process, again probably a good idea Driver

No problems with these proposal

Driver/ 

Operator

Amendment to allow drivers who have subscribed to update service not having to apply 

for 3yr check

update service would replace 3yr 

check This is what officer 

intended Business

Agree with barring process Operator

Agree with stringent policy Operator

Agree with more stringent convictions policy Resident

12.g To best of our knowledge there is no mechanism within the Update service to 

‘nominate’ a council to receive updates. We are in favour of signing drivers to update but 

are not sure such a nomination facility exists – needs investigation being investigated Operator

Operators requiremet for operator to have base in district has no safety issues

member decision, Legislative 

interpretation Resident

I would like to see much more control of planning and licensing of, particularly, the bases 

and workshops for Taxi companies. Butler Meltax set up in a building very close to home 

in a residential area, initially they caused terrible traffic and parking problems, gridlocking 

the road. Despite complaints residents were completely powerless to affect any kind of 

policing of what was and still is entirely unsuitable use of the building - seven days a 

weeks at times and on public hoidays that and the parking of large numbers of cars and 

vans. Impact and nuisance to residents, parking of large numbers of cars and industrial 

estates not in residential roads.

planning and licensing are 

separate legal entities and have 

very different points to consider 

when granting permissions Resident
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Operators must ensure that their cabs remain within SCDC and not work largely in 

cambridge

legislation permits this activity 

SDCDc cannot overrule

I think should extend it from one year to three years like the badges

Operators have this option as of 

2016 can already have a 1 or 5 yr 

licence Driver

We note that the decision not to grant a licence to operators whose premises are located 

outside the local authority area is to ensure that proper regulation and enforcement 

measures may be undertaken by the Council and is in no way intended to be a restraint 

of trade. However we would argue that the specific location of the operator’s premises 

should have no impact on the Council’s ability to regulate an operator and enforce 

compliance with the conditions of their licence. For example Guilford Council recognise 

as part of their operator conditions there should be no mandatory requirement for an 

operator to have an office within the Council’s jurisdictional area - providing it is not open 

to the public (unless the operator also holds an operator’s licence from that local 

authority), and providing the operator can produce any operating records in an electronic 

format in a timely manner. member decision Operator

Complaints - This condition states that “the licensee shall immediately on receipt, notify 

the Licensing Officer of any complaints received and any proposed action”. We would 

suggest that the condition might result in the Council being inundated with a large 

volume of complaints that are largely trivial in nature, for example Council being 

inundated with a large volume of complaints that are largely trivial in nature, for example 

safety and protection which we expect are the Council’s primary concern. Rather than 

require that each and every complaint is reported to the Council, however trivial, we 

would suggest that South Cambridgeshire adopt the approach taken by Councils such 

as Liverpool City Council and Leeds City Council in mandating the types of complaint 

that must be reported. These typically include: Allegations of sexual misconduct, sexual 

harassment or inappropriate sexual attention; Racist behaviour; Violence; Dishonesty; 

Equality breaches; Allegations of sexual misconduct with a child or incidents of child 

sexual exploitation. The Council would of course reserve the right to demand access to 

the operator’s complete record of complaints received should it have reason to do so. Policy amended Operator
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Would like to see record keeping to be amended to a minimum of 2 years. This will allow 

for non tax evasion and a solid record should an issue arise at a later date Policy amended

Driver/ 

Operator

Should return to licensed area once job is complete

legislation allows vehicles to 

remain out of district Driver

Happy with the process Operator

Operators should charge less ( to the driver) to be on their circuit around £120 to 

£140/wk

Not withinnpowers of SCDC - 

Business agreement between 

Operator and driver Driver

Drivers Making e-mail addresses mandatory is extreme, many drivers do not have addresses Policy amended Business

Lanyards can be used as weapons and being "worn" can actually hide from public view

we don provide lanyards Don’t 

use lanyards and worn is stated in 

legislation Business

These I find acceptable but would like to see all hire car drivers in shirt and tie. Drivers 

should also start and finish within the authority of where the licence was issued

wearing of clothing - member 

decision                                          

journey type - legislation permits

Driver/ 

Operator

Too intense, too much time someone has in your office, fat cats?

I know I am overweight BUT a 

CAT?? Driver

Safeguarding training Proposed Resident

Introduce an English test Covered by knowledge test Resident

Great overrall Driver

English test Covered by knowledge test Driver

Penalty Points

15 - suggest brackets  ( unless subject to appeal where the suspension is not with 

immediate effect Policy amended Business

33. add in brackets (HC) Policy amended Business
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59  4 to 12 points for appealing against points ?? Really?? ???? Business

Made me laugh, your only a small council Driver

Great idea. Is there more that can be done here?

Driver/ 

Operator

All convictions need to be judged on a case by case basis. In all but the most serious 

cases, having incurred a penalty imposed by law should be enough to curb all but the 

most reckless of drivers from offending again. In the most serious cases, where a driving 

licence has been suspended there should be no need to impose further financial penalty, 

but if the person reapplies for a taxi/PH licence then it should be subject to review and 

possible further sanction

Not sure as to the point being 

raised? Driver
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